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Sizing up the new
FUSA president

Seiser does matter

BY TOM CLEARY

Katie McCarthy/The Mirror

Seiser celebrates his victory: Jeff Seiser '10 was named FUSA president Tuesday night with 615 votes, defeating Spencer Thibodeau
'10, who received 432 votes.
BY CHRISTOPHER HALISKOE

On Tuesday night, even as late as 10:45
p.m., the BCC lower level bustled with activity
as students waited in anticipation for an announcement that would determine the fate of
nearly 3,400 undergraduate students.
Two sophomores in suits, Jeff Seiser '10
and Spencer Thibodeau '10, stood still within
five feet of each other, waiting to hear who
would be named FUSA president.
Seiser edged Thibodeau 615 to 432, a
turnaround from a primary in which Thibodeau

edged the two-term incumbent 2010 class
council president 362 votes to 236 votes. The
election brought back faith that the student body
cares, racking in 1,047 votes for president.
"I understand the potential that this job
brings with it," said Seiser. "I am aware of the
responsibility that comes with the position and
feel I am the right man for that job."
Seiser said that the difference between the
primary and the general elections was that he
got out to the students more. Seiser said Thibodeau may have had a whole campaign team, but
he was able to get his residents in Campion Hall

and more of his sophomore friends to come out
and vote for him this time around.
"When I campaigned, I talked about issues students cared about, and from personto-person, the issue students cared about most
was the OCB lottery and housing," he said. "I
think the hardest part about approaching the
administration with this [issue] is they have to
treat us like adults, and sometimes they treat us
like high schoolers."
Seiser accomplished the task of winning
SEE "NEW" ON P.

OCB: An foff-campus nightmare'
BY KATIE BARRY

housing dilemma on campus — including
the renovation of the Jesuit housing into a
dormitory and the failed garden apartments
plan — but FUSA has been particularly active about the Off-Campus Boarder
(OCB) lottery, a system many have
claimed is unfair. The lottery has

This fall, approximately 100 juniors
discovered they would not be allowed to
live off campus during their
senior year, despite the fact
that many consider living at the
bee a fo
beach a senior tradition. How"
";
INSIDE:
ever, this spring they have one
cusormany :
_,
Senate dis- j
EDITORIAL
important ally fighting for their
p
housing rights — the FUSA
cussions, :
«'
:
and FUSA
Senate.
has created a Facebook group to
The class of 2009 has had
to deal with an extraordinary
streamline discussion about the
problem.
amount of housing issues
RICH
The Senate has also notified
throughout its years at Fairfield.
the administration of its dissent
Because of a large class size,
the largest in Fairfield history, a significant and posed solutions to the problem, which
number of freshmen have lived in forced includes releasing all members of the class
triples as well as juniors housed in Kostka/ of 2009 who desire, releasing those who
Claver, in addition to being relegated to have been separated from their original
Jogues Hall — originally designated for group because of the four-person cap, and
freshmen — two years in a row.
SEE "SENATE" ON P. 6
The Senate has often focused on the

p. 13
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Students annoyed
with new safety policy
BY KATE MCGANN

The StagCard: Essential to students
for everything from eating to entering a
building. And now, even to pass through
the gates on campus.
Public Safety implemented a new
policy beginning Feb. 15 wherein students'
StagCards must be swiped upon entrance
to campus through the main gate, an update of the previous policy of checking
parking stickers in order to gain access
to campus.
Thus far, this policy has been deemed
unnecessary and a nuisance by many
students.
"If they [Public Safety] feel safer
by swiping the card then that's fine, but I
don't understand why they would need to
do that considering we have parking stick-

ers blatantly on the front of the cars that
prove we go to Fairfield," said Caroline
Quinn '09.
According to Frank Ficko, associate
director of Public Safety, "The purpose
of the StagCard reader used at the main
entrance is to assist us in confirming a person's identity and affiliation to campus."
Ficko also said that the implementation of this policy was not in response to
any one specific incident, and because all
members of the University community
are required to carry their StagCards at all
times, presenting the card to officers at the
main gate should not be an issue.
"When we're [students] in a cab, it's
obviously different and makes sense that
we have to show our StagCards, but it
SEE "STAGCARD" ON P.

ENTERTAINMENT:

CAMPUS LIFE:
Mean girls — and boys —
post dirt on fellow students

Following the FUSA presidential
primary, Jeff Seiser '10 had to reconsider
his campaign philosophy. Seiser had the
most votes in every class, except for his
own — the class he had served with
dedication for the past two years as class
president.
Seiser did what he does best: work
hard. He did everything in his power to
make sure that the supporters he knew
he had in his class would come out and
vote for him — and they did. This time
he won all four classes, including his
own by 11 votes.
"I definitely got out more this time,"
said Seiser, who went door-to-door
campaigning during the days leading up
to the election, handing out Hershey's
chocolate bars. He added to that by getting more of his friends from the sophomore class to the polls. Seiser was thus
able to turn around the deficit he faced
in his own class.
It is the dedication that Seiser
showed in going door-to-door and spending the entire day in the Barone Campus
Center campaigning that brought the
voters to the polls to cast their votes
for him.
Seiser said he may not have the
same personality as Hutch Williams '08,
but few do.
He stated it best himself: "I am a
leader, a hard worker and someone that
gets things done. And I feel that is what
Fairfield needs."
When Seiser came to Fairfield, he
said he could see himself eventually
seeking the FUSA presidency, but decided early on that he would only seek
the position if he felt he was ready for
it. After deliberating over whether to op-

Inside

New Works brings the best of
the old and new

this week's edition

p.9

6
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New FUSA administration
announced
CONTINUED FROM P.

Photos by Tom Cleary and Katie McCarthy

The FUSA 2008-2009 elections were held Tuesday,
Feb. 26. Class council winners included:
2011: Class President Kyle Duggan, Vice President
Brendan Sargent, and Treasurer Meaghan O'Connor.
2010: Class President Brendan Monahan, Vice President Justin Smith, and Treasurer Caitlin Chipman.
2009: Class President Olivia Rubin, Vice President
Liz Grimm and Treasurer Nicole Barone.

Pictured left, after being announced FUSA vice president,
Emily Dragone '09 receives a
hug from current FUSA Secretary of Treasury Tim Dee '08.
Dragone currently serves as
the secretary of student life.

Spotlight on Seiser:
Seiser is interviewed by
Ham Channel correspondents Augusta Mellon '09
and Stephen Bottari '11.
The Ham Channel provided live coverage and
interviews with the current
president, both presidential and vice presidential
candidates, and Mirror
reporter Christopher
Haliskoe.

1

his own class by 11 votes, which he lost in the
primary. The 451 sophomore votes were the most
cast by any class in the election.
Incumbent FUSA President Hutch Williams
'08 said, "I am very excited for Jeff because he
is a hard worker and he has given 110 percent as
class council president and will continue to do so
as FUSA president."
Williams drew a comparison to Seiser, who
has controlled the class council for two years, in
addition to being an RA his sophomore year.
"I think our leadership styles differ as I stay in
contact with my constituency through my personality, where has Jeff has done a great job in using
The votes are in:
technology to get the views of his class," said the
departing Williams, who also complimented ThiPictured above, polls were open
bodeau on a hard fought campaign.
from 9 a.m. to 7 p.m. in the lower
A tired Thibodeau said, "Jeff Seiser is a hell
level of the Barone Campus Cenof
a
campaigner,
and I don't have any regrets about
ter. A total of 1,800 students turned
the
way
we
ran
our
campaign; we just came up a
out to vote, with 1,047 students
little
short."
voting for a FUSA presidential
candidate.
Seiser will be joined at the top of the FUSA
administration by Emily Dragone '09, who defeated
Jordan Hummel '10, 628 votes to 395. Dragone,
the current FUSA secretary of student life, ran as
an independent, while Hummel was Thibodeau's
running mate.
"I was a little surprised by the margin, but I
think it showed that people valued my experience,"
said Dragone, who said she is looking forward to
the first step: FUSA's leadership retreat to Camp
Jewel.
"We are going to start training our elected
representatives on the issues," she said. "The biggest issue right now is student housing and the
OCB lottery, and student input on that issue needs
to be increased."
Hummel said she didn't know what was next,
between continuing FUSA, joining IRHA and going
back to being a student.
She said that her next move after a tiring campaign will be relaxing during Spring Break.
With two-year incumbent Williams leaving his
command post, FUSA will see a drastic overall shift.
Senate Chair Tim Rich '08, FUSA Secretary of the
Treasury Tim Dee '08 and FUSA Program Director
Cristina Pires '08, are among many who will be
leaving a two-year legacy on their positions.
FUSA Secretary of Communications and
president-elect of the 2010 class council Brendan
Monahan '10 said, "I think from a FUSA perspective
this was a great election because you have half the
winners return and half the winners in a position
Pictured above, Seiser and current
for a first time."
FUSA President Hutch Williams '08
DOWN TICKETS LEAD THE WAY
shake hands after Seiser was anAs Monahan fills the position left vacant by
nounced the FUSA president successor. Seiser is a two-term class council
Seiser, an unopposed Kyle Duggan '11 will return
incumbent who is also an RA, which
as the class council president of 2011, in which
was Williams' position when he was
he received the support of 335 voting freshmen.
elected president two years ago.
Incumbent Oliva Rubin '09 obtained 81 votes,
which was enough to push her ahead of Mary Helen
Sullivan '09 and Courtney McCord '09, to return as
class council president for the class of 2009.
Monahan will be joined by his vice presidential candidate Justin Smith, who edged Megan
McLaughlin in the closest margin on the ballot:
210 to 200.
"I'm excited to work with Jeff," said Smith. "He
has got a lot of good ideas that I have been excited
to work on for some time." Smith leaves the Senate
seat that he has held for two years.
Justin Lucas '10 is among those who will
be taking over for the first time in the 45th FUSA
Senate. Lucas obtained the second-highest number
of votes in his class, behind Nazar Kamenchenko,
with 329 votes.
"People have been coming up to me complaining that they, as students, were not informed," said
Lucas. "That is when I realized that I wanted to be
the one to let my friends know what is going on."
Lucas said that a year ago he could not see
himself in a leadership role, but now he finds his
chance, along with many others, to get involved.
With FUSA expanding its involvement within
the school community and attracting more participants, it is no question that this election proves the
"wmnerJs-campargn-slogan,-J'SereerMattei,s.1'
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Fantasy finance:
Senior takes second place in nationwide competition
BY LAURA MARCIANO

Andrew Rielly '08 has put the Dolan
School of Business on the map by taking
second place in a nationwide global currency
trading competition.
More than 12 colleges and 100 students
participated in the Texas A&M Inter-University Forex Trading Competition, intended
to give students mock
experience in trading
foreign currency.
Each participant
was given $50,000
in simulated capital.
After one month, the
student with the highest rate of return on
his or her account is
the winner.
RIELLY
The student must
take into consideration current news and
economic global trends. The student is also
required to use Global Forex Trading software, which reports live price data for 60
foreign exchanges.
Rielly, a double major in finance and

management from Medford, N.J., said that after he
realized his numbers had
surpassed last year's undergraduate winner, he was not
surprised at the outcome.
"Once I saw I was doing
well, I took a more conservative approach to ensure
a positive outcome," said
Rielly.
Michael Tucker, professor of finance, oversees the
competition and said it is a
great way to test students'
Contributed Photo from Gftforex.com
real-world knowledge of
Intelligent investing: Rielly used Global Forex Trading software to
the market and give them analyze and invest in financial markets.
experience in fundamental
and technical trading.
impressive degree and as well as his win.
For the second year in a row, Fairfield
Rielly has recently accepted a job at
joined other prestigious colleges in the com- Lehman Brothers beginning next year. He
petition, including Villanova, Penn State, said he is thankful to Tucker for his continChina Europe International Business School ued support.
"I'm really excited for this opportunity,
and Texas A&M.
Last year's winner was a then Dolan and I know participating in this competition,
School of Business graduate student, Alexan- as well as working at UBS this past summer,
der Dean, who landed a job at UBS due to his has taught me a lot," Rielly said.

Bill passed in House to give financial aid a boost
according to how expensive they are and how
quickly their tuition is rising. Schools would
also have to report the reasons for tuition increases and how they will be addressed.
Financial changes include a $20 billion
increase in federal student aid, the largest
boost since 1944. The maximum level of the
Pell Grant, given to low-income families, will

federal options.
Colleges would also have to disclose their
relationships with lenders. This would prevent
Political debate may actually be swelling
banks that issue federally backed loans to give
gifts and have profit-sharing agreements with
students' wallets as the House recently passed
legislation to help curb mounting college
colleges.
education costs.
A praised amendment in the bill drops
textbook prices, which have reached an allA bill entitled the College Opportunity
and Affordability Act of 2007
time high at an estimated $900
per student.
passed 354-58 and will be put
In the current system,
up for vote in the Senate. If
publishers sell books and supapproved, students will have
plemental materials, such as
more accessible financial
CDs or workbooks, together,
aid, protection in borrowing
which drives up prices. Facboth federal and private loans
ulty members do not always
and less expensive textbook
seek out price information
prices.
when selecting books for a
The proposal comes at
class, and publishers are not
a time when college costs
always up-front with inforhave been rising faster than
mation.
inflation. States are able to
"For some time, we have
cut student assistance durtried to explain to the faculty
ing tight budget times; the
and publisher representatives
bill, passed last Thursday,
that the bundling issue is not
would help to keep those aid
always a good idea. It forces
levels up.
the student to buy a support
Fairfield officials, howpiece that is not necessary
ever, said they are not con- Blank check: If the College Opportunity and Affordability Act is passed in the
House, it will provide more aid to students. However, it is unlikely that the Act will
and eliminates the opportunity
vinced of the bill's viability.
be passed in the Senate in its current form and under the current administration.
to buy used texts," said Bar"This bill still has a long
bara Farrell, manager of the
way to go to get approved
and is already being criticized by officials in be raised from the current $4,300 per year to Fairfield University bookstore.
The bill requires textbook publishers to
Washington, D.C.," said Erin Chiaro, director $9,000 per year.
of Financial Aid at Fairfield. "It is very unlikely
Students and parents would also have to fill disclose the price of books when they sell
it will be passed in its current form, and what out one less form associated with the Free Ap- them to school officials. Also included was a
proposal for the creation of a pilot program that
will probably happen is that there will be many plication for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA).
"The current financial aid application is would offer college textbook rentals.
proposals and changes made to this bill, where
Congress must still go though a process of
in a few months time it may not resemble what unnecessarily complex and more complicated
than an IRS form," said Rep. Lloyd Doggett, appropriating money to fund the bill's proviis currently proposed," he said.
More than 25 amendments were added D-Texas, in a press release. "To fill out the cur- sion. The target date for the bill's approval is
to the bill in reforming the current Higher rent form, students need Accounting 101 before July 1 of this year.
The proposal is strongly opposed by the
even setting foot in a college classroom."
Education Act.
Student borrowers would be more in- Bush administration, which said that it will try
The overall goal of the bill is to dissuade
colleges from raising tuition. The Education formed on available federal options. Students to eliminate some of the provisions before the
Department would be required to create a Web often turn to private loans because they are bill is enacted. The bill seeks to prevent states
site that students and parents could use to com- either ineligible for federal assistance or are un- from reducing what they spend on student aid.
aware of other options. Private lenders would Those in opposition say that states could lose
pare the cost of attending different schools.
Colleges would be grouped on the site be required to inform borrowers of available federal money if such cuts are made.
BY RACHEL BREAN

Fairfieldmirror.com exclusives:
Complete list of

• SlideshowofFUSA

• Author's Forum:

election results
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IN THE KNOW
News briefs
BY KERI HARRISON

FAIRFIELD
Fairfield business students
help with taxes
:
As part of a federaL program, 201
Dolan School of Business students,:
imost of whom are seniors, are coming:
!to the aid of families and individuals!
Iwith low-to-moderate incomes to!
!prepare their taxes.
•
The students will prepare tax!
!returns at 11 different locations!
throughout Bridgeport and Stamford.!
!According to a press release, ac-!
counting professor Kathleen Weiden!
explained the new program, saying!
!that it helps to incorporate service-!
learning, which helps to "provide!
!students with real-world experience in!
accounting and the community with a!
crucial service."
!
:
Look for a feature story on this!
!program in the next issue.
!

POLITICS
Nader announces his run
for the White House
Ralph Nader announced on!
Sunday that he will be joining the!
presidential run as a third-party can-!
!didate.
!
!
The 73-year-old Nader is running!
!in an air of what he believes is-disen-!
ihantment among the general public!
!with the Republican and Democratic!
iparties because of the ongoing war!
iand uneven economy.
His entrance brings an interest-!
!ing angle to the race because he was!
!blamed by many Democrats for Al!
Gore's loss in the 2000 presidential!
!race.
!
!
Nader pulled in many Demo-!
!cratic votes in that race, and many!
Democrats hope there is not a repeat!
!this year, according to an article in The.
'■New York Times.
!

NATIONAL
! Brown University cuts tuition !
costs for students
:
Brown University is joining!
bther major universities in cutting!
!tuition costs for students.
!
I
For families who make less!
!than $60,000 annually, Brown will!
!decrease tuition costs. Grants will!
•replace loans for families who make!
junder $100,000.
:
:
In addition, all loans for any!
!student receiving financial aid will!
!be reduced, regardless of family!
income.
!

INTERNATIONAL
Raul Castro named new
president of Cuba
!
After Fidel Castro stepped down!
!as Cuba's president last week, his 76-!
!year-old brother Raul Castro was ap-!
!pointed to the position, as announced!
!on Sunday.
!
:
In his first speech as president,!
Castro said that he will continue iu;
Fidel's footsteps, as Fidel will be advis-!
!ing him on a regular basis. However,!
Raul acknowledged that some changes!
!will need to be made in order to keep!
!up with the changing times. This an-!
!nouncement came as a surprise to!
some, for it was believed that Fidel's!
!rej)Jacement would be much younger.!
&Z: &
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Campus crime beat:

MIRROR

Sneaky bailers and snowball assaulters
Friday, Feb. 22

BY KERI HARRISON

Monday, Feb. 18

a new door was put in the next day.

4:37 a.m. An officer on patrol
discovered one of the circle-side doors

10:42 a.m. While replacing
dirty fire alarms in a townhouse,
maintenance noticed huge holes
in the townhouse walls. The area
coordinator and Residence Life
were notified, and the members
of the townhouse were referred to
the office of misconduct.

4:20 a.m. Officers patrolling
the townhouses discovered a house
with the door wide open. Students
were asleep on the couch, with drug
paraphernalia and alcoholic beverages found on the table. No arrests
have been made.

Thursday, Feb. 21

of Jogues Hall had been kicked in, and
the glass was broken. A work order for

3:39 p.m. A student driving a
white Lexus on campus reported being
assaulted by snowballs.

Many people rely on The Mirror
as a secondary source of relief.

||t—
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Sunday, Feb. 24

11:07 p.m. Non-University
persons were discovered in the
gym playing basketball and were
asked to leave.

.. s .

Saturday, Feb. 23
1:57 a.m. Two students were
struck by a motor vehicle near the
townhouses. The driver was a fellow student.
The two victims went back
to their rooms before reporting to
the Health Center, after which they
were sent to the hospital. Fairfield
Police were called, and the case is
currently under investigation.

Wednesday, Feb. 20

6:26 p.m. A student from
Jogues Hall called the Health
Center because of low blood
sugar. An ambulance was requested, and the student was taken to
the hospital.
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guarunteed! Jamaica, Cancun, Acapulco,
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www.STStravel.com
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By the
numbers

Stepping into the spotlight, Seiser brings experience
CONTINUED FROM P.

1

pose classmate Spencer Thibodeau*10, he came
to the decision to do so only an hour and a half
before the deadline to declare candidacy.
Seiser's experience in the student political
realm dates back to his high school days, when
he served as the president of the National Honors

Katie McCarthy/The Mirror

Campaigning days: Seiser takes a break
from a week of non-stop campaigning hours
before he was announced FUSA president.
Much more work lies ahead of him.
Society and as a member of the student council.
His leadership skills were enhanced in high
school as a member of the boy scouts, where he
reached the prestigious rank of Eagle Scout.
"Through scouting I learned to be a leader,
and to lead others to meet a mutual goal. I
learned how to delegate responsibilities and
hold people accountable," said Seiser. "I feel
these skills are vital for a FUSA president as
he must be able to ensure other FUSA members understand and are training to meet their
responsibilities and give them tangible goals
they are expected to meet."
He immediately carried that experience
into Fairfield by winning the freshman class
election in 2006 and was re-elected in the
spring, when he defeated this year's oppo-

nent, Thibodeau, by
he gained during those
43 votes.
discussions carried over
"My best experiinto his campaigning
ences at Fairfield have
and the debates, when
come through my time
he appeared knowledgein FUSA and meeting
able and ready to tackle
many successes in.my
the obstacles he would
time as president of
face in the future.
2010," said Seiser. "I
"Fairfield needs
am very proud of what
someone who will show
I have done and feel I
the administration that
have served my class to
we are adults," said
the best of my ability."
Seiser. "We are accountSeiser has drawn
able, and our opinion
praise from his class for
should be the number
the work he has done in
one priority here."
the two years as presiSeiser also plans
dent, working with vice
on bringing the accompresident Jordan Humplishments of more
mel '10 and treasurer
students to the attenCaitlin Chipman, '10
tion of the campus,
to create events for his
while continuing to
classmates. He said that
show pride in Fairhis best events have been
field's athletic teams.
the mall and movie shut"I will expand
tles, the spring weekend
Fairfield Fridays to havmovie in the quad and
ing each Fairfield Friday
the Halfway There semihonor a different group
y/The Mirror on campus," said Seiser.
formal cruise in New
York City, which will Patiently waiting: Seiser stands by as other
"Each particular month
FUSA winners are announced Tuesday night.
take place in March.
another group would be
But organizing
honored, ranging from
events will not be Seiser's only job as FUSA dean's list students to actors and musicians. These
president, and he realizes that he will be judged honored students will have the opportunity to
by how he handles major issues including hous- attend an exclusive event such as a brunch on
ing, school spirit and the interaction between their special day."
students, the administration and professors.
Seiser said he plans to be an organizer for
Seiser prepared for his campaign by meet- FUSA, to take what Williams has done already
ing with the administration to discuss the most and expand it. He took the first step by winning
significant issues, thus getting a head start that the election, but the most difficult tasks may still
will help him in his presidency. The knowledge lie in front of him.
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BY JACK MCNAMARA

3,395
Number of full-time undergraduate students enrolled at
Fairfield University

1,088
Number of undergraduate
students who voted for the
FUSA elections Tuesday,
Feb. 26

10
Number of hours the polls
were open

108.8
Number of students voting
per hour

50
Number of undergraduates
running for a form of office

The number of lines that were
made for the FOUR voting
machine booths

0
Odds of Mirrdr commentary
editor and writer Andrew
Chapin actually running for a
FUSA office.
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Senate looks to make changes in future OCB lotteries
CONTINUED FROM

p. 1

financially compensating those forced to live
on campus.
According to the Facebook group, the Senate, at the very least, desires public acknowledgement of what it believes to be a flawed
system.
"The Senate has taken an issue with the
OCB Lottery because it is mathematically unfair," said Senate Chair Tim Rich '08.
"[As a result] the class of 2009 was denied
a fair process," he said. "The Senate's primary
focus is finding a solution for those deprived."
Because of the way the lottery is conducted,
a group of four students (the maximum number
of students allowed to enter the lottery as a
group) has a 75 percent better chance of getting a high enough number to be released from
campus as opposed to a person who enters as
an individual.
This is because each student is individually
assigned a number, and the student with the best
number can be the representative for the rest of
his or her group.
Therefore, a group with only one member
has a smaller chance of getting a number good
enough to be released. This can be an especially
difficult problem for larger groups. For example,
if there is a group of five people legally signed
to a lease, one student may be rejected while the
other four are released.
Administrators claim that this is because,
for the majority of beach houses on Lantern
Point and Fairfield Beach Road, the legal amount
of residents is four per house. However, for students living on Reef Road, or those choosing to
live in apartments outside of the general beach
area, this number increases.
According to Jason Downer, assistant director of Residence Life, there has been talk of
increasing the amount of students who enter the

lottery as a group.
from FUSA and IRHA.
"We are considering
Pellegrino said that the lottery system is
allowing groups of up to "very amenable to change," and that it will be
six," he said.
under consideration.
Additionally, Downer
Although the Senate is being proactive in
said there is a possibility finding solutions to future OCB lotteries, the
that, instead of each indi- class of 2009 will receive no resolution to its
vidual getting a number current lottery problems.
and the highest individual's
According to Downer, the Housing Comnumber being assigned to mittee is working on three proposals that will
DOWNER
the group — as the lottery impact off-campus housing.
works now — a group would be assigned one
Any change appears welcome to the many
comprehensive number. Therefore, regardless of students who have had difficulties with the lotgroup size, the mathematical
chances of getting an adequate lottery number would
be equal.
Downer said this will be
discussed with students in
April, but Rich said he fears
the administration is avoiding
the issue.
"In discussions with the
office of Residence Life, it appears as though they believe it
is too late in the game to make
a change," Rich said.
He said that the OCB
lottery results were released
in December, and no progress
has since been made.
In addition, many students cannot wait until April
to sign a lease; students also
have difficulty opting out of Mad ad: FUSA ran an ad, part of which is seen above, in the
leases signed before the lot- Feb. 14 issue of The Mirror. It echoed the sentiments felt by many
students disconcerted with the current system.
tery results are released.
However, both Dean of
Students Tom Pellegrino and Downer have ex- tery system.
pressed their desire to work with the students,
As Kate Murphy '09 stated on the wall of
most notably through the Housing Lottery Com- the Facebook group, "The OCB lottery was a
mittee, which consists of faculty and students nightmare."

StagCard now
swiped for
campus entry
CONTINUED FROM P.

doesn't really make sense for
cars with parking stickers,"
said Quinn.
Kyle Bono '08 agreed.
"It would be so much
easier if they just looked at
your parking pass," he said.
"That's how they used to do it,
and it was no problem."
The policy requires only
one student per car to present
a card to be swiped.
Asked about the possible negative repercussions
resulting from a policy that
tracks the time students arrive
on campus at night, Michael
Tortora of administrative
services and student affairs
could not discern any.
"Similar to card readers
at residence halls and other
campus facilities, it is used to
verify the cardholder's identity and their permission to
enter campus. It would not be
used to penalize anyone for
coming back late," he said.
But the purpose of the
new policy is still a mystery
to some.
"I can understand if you
swipe everyone's; it could be
[justified as a] safety issue,"
said Bono. "But now it's just
going to be a headache."
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Not down with OCB
Approximately 100 angry juniors were told that
they would not be able to join their classmates in living
off campus during their senior year. This is not an issue
solely centered on the inability to live with friends or
experience independent living. There is an even bigger problem at hand: the very flawed housing system at
Fairfield.
Fairfield prides itself on offering guaranteed housing
for an undergraduate's four years. It is certainly a selling
point to prospective students and their parents. However,
a positive attribute becomes a resented constraint as
soon it is forced upon students, which is currently how
the situation stands.
Living beyond the confines of University housing
provides an invaluable experience that develops and cultivates an individual's independence in the real world.
Where students live has a definite influence on the overall student life dynamics at Fairfield. Beyond the social
reasons to live off campus, the University needs this
housing to satisfy undergraduate living needs as well.
The University cites a "gentlemen's agreement" with
town officials as the reason for off-campus restrictions,
but perhaps the administration should consider remedying such an outdated agreement.
Meanwhile, FUSA and the Senate should be commended for their attempt to understand and change the
housing dilemma. FUSA has created a Facebook group
to make the Off-Campus Boarder (OCB) process more
transparent to growing concerns. Senate has also posed
possible solutions to issues with the OCB, one being to
scrap the restricting system entirely.
With the failure of plans to build garden apartments,
widespread student complaints increased and remain
unresolved as students are forced to live in undesirable
living arrangements, even as upperclassmen.
The administration says that it is working on future
plans to combat housing woes, including the renovation
of current building facilities, but when will these plans
be revealed and put into effect? When will administrators realize that the University must allow more students
to live off campus to create much needed space on
campus?
Increased enrollment numbers — no matter how
large or small — puts more of a burden on the already
weak housing system.
More selectivity, however, can result in both smaller
numbers of forced freshmen triples and a higher caliber
of students.
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The Mirror welcomes the opinions
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Administration deFUSing FUSA
by the FUSA candidates themselves. Among the
issues we have seen debated are diversity, the 'feud'
between IRHA and FUSA and methods to promote
school spirit.
While I endorse the University's programs to
foster a change on the face of diversity, I cannot help
but ask how a FUSA president can find meaning in
this. Is this what they mean when the say their goal
is "to create a voice for all students of Fairfield"?
In fact, at the debate one audience member
said that AHANA students do not even like the title
"AHANA." In my opinion, you are not creating a
sense of acceptance of diversity by putting "diverse"
students in a club by themselves.
As for the 'feud' between IRHA and FUSA, it exists for one reason: The University decided to create
two student governments. They even have the same
mission statements, although IRHA is more unique in
its election policies in that one can only run if already
a part of IRHA.

BY CHRISTOPHER HALISKOE

The Fairfield University Student Association
(FUSA) would be more effective and powerful... if
it were run by only students.
The administration continues to handcuff the
powers and responsibilities of the student leaders
who have devoted time and effort to in order to
develop them.
Administrators have gone to great lengths to
educate their student leaders and create more of them,
only to teach them the most valuable real-world lesson: You can only make policy changes at the top of
the food chain.
Much of FUSA's success over the years has come
from students' efforts, including booking concerts
and producing a variety of programs every weekend.
The office of student affairs has helped students with
various projects — and rightfully so.
But if the University wants to give the student
body a voice, the administration needs to allow the
School spirit is an
students speak more.
issue of growing concern. ForThis year's election process
proves that the administration
i-JHtUVVPClf*? £et tne more Pressing issues
including tuition and campus
is still pulling the strings of the
security, we need to fix this
FUSA puppets. The candischool spirit plague before it
dates were told that they would
gets out of control.
not be allowed to campaign
until the posting date, three
►S SOC1 a?
Another example of
***MOIl FUSA falling on the deaf
weeks before the election.
ear of the administration
At that point, the Spencer
Photo Illustration by Rob Fitzgerald
occurred when Senate Chair
Thibodeau '10 campaign was
punished because its Loyola rally (perhaps the best Tim Rich '08 tried to obtain an answer on the OCB
example of excitement about FUSA all year) was lottery. Rich presented two letters to the Senate; one
considered a posting event. Thus, the campaign had of these was written on behalf of Rich to Dean of
its Facebook group suspended because the event Students Tom Pellegrino, dated Dec. 7. It outlined
was held after the posting meeting, albeit before the his meeting with Jason Downer of Residence Life,
regarding housing issues and a request for a follow-up
approved date to hang posters.
meeting between FUSA senators and Pellegrino.
The debate also left something to be desired.
Rich also presented a response letter from PelMany of the students in the crowd to whom I
spoke were not impressed by the dialogue of the legrino, dated Jan. 4, in which Pellegrino referred the
debates. Some even said that they were just as un- matter back to Downer.
This is not at all an example of an open door
aware of each candidate's platforms as when they
walked in. I am not sure how an opening statement policy.
Now, maybe I don't know everything about how
would differ from a closing statement after just five
FUSA interacts with the administration, but, accordto eight questions.
Another flaw can be recognized in that officials ing to the goals of transparency that both parties have
extended the registration deadline after seeing that created, I should.
This election has reminded me of my days playnot enough students were running for certain ofing T-ball, in which every game ended in a tie because
fices.
Thus, those who had done their job in registering the adults always forgot to keep score. Only, in this
on time were essentially told that they would now event, the winner becomes president of a student
organization with a $263,500 operating budget.
need to welcome late competition.
Here is a message to the administrative referees:
A great example of the controlled election envi_
-Lerfhe-ktd5T5tay1
ronment can be s~een"rmheis^ues"arrd dla1rjguB used
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Crank core?
CHATTIN' WITH CHAPIN
ANDREW CHAPIN

It's the end of February already, and Spring Break
is less than a week away. No, I'm not going to give
you tips on how to avoid a hot, Caribbean STD, nor
am I going sentimental as the days run away from the
class of 2008.
As I listened to lips flap at the FUSA debates last
Tuesday, it was as if someone had hit the mute button.
Not once was this topic, constantly discussed on campus, broached: The core requirements and the faculty's
approach to instruction within these classes.
While I am not wholly against a package of general classes that all students are required to take, it has
become quite evident to me that Fairfield's idea of cura
personalis is more misguided than the organizational
name Colleges Against Cancer.
Fairfield strives to mold students into worldly,
well-rounded leaders, which should come as no surprise. However, Fairfield's mission statement is not
congruent with the actual system in place.
"Fairfield University values each of its students as
an individual with unique abilities and potentials, and
it respects the personal and academic freedom of all its
members," as stated in the University handbook.
There should be a disclaimer next to this statement,
saying " ... unless your sentiments differ from that of
the University."
In actuality, Fairfield is creating a generation of
students who have less initiative than the administration and FUSA combined. Fairfield requires students to
complete 20 core courses over four years; this severely
hampers the already limited ability of students to get
the classes they want. Outside of Loyola in Maryland,
Fairfield boasts more required classes than any other
Jesuit university.
In a 2005 issue of Fairfield Now, goals of the core
are listed by Barbara D. Kiernan, director of University
publications: "Fairfield's core curriculum embodies
the principal tenets of Jesuit liberal arts education:
open-mindedness, respect for human dignity, formation in values and attention to the religious dimension
of life."
If students are forced to take classes just for the
sake of saying that they are well-rounded, then the
core is not serving the students. Instead, it has become
just another selling point to potential students, simply
furthering the University's facade.
Some professors have egos that could fill the Quick
Center; others are more oblivious than students crossing
the street. However, a disconnect exists between information and implementation concerning core classes.
I do not doubt that every teacher at Fairfield has
sterling credentials. I do contest that they are capable of
relating their vast knowledge to students who have very
little practical use for subjects such as philosophy.
There is no "how to" book on relating to students;
professors in the core have the two-tiered responsibility
of teaching students who, generally, are not majoring
in the particular subject, while finding a way to keep
them interested in a subject that they probably assume
they will never think about again.
Maybe overzealous core teachers are what keep
Fairfield's grade inflation in moderate check. It is a
shame, however, to hear that professors in the same
department, teaching the same subject, can give out
such drastically different grades on similar subject
matter.
History professor William Abbott, however, said
he does not feel as if separate standards exist for major
and non-major students in core classes.
"In my experience, there is no difference of
standards at the core level; the standard is simply that
expected of core students," he said. "When I teach History 30,1 often find that the top scorer is not a history
major, or even a humanities major."
Are the classes that hard at Fairfield that the students should really be complaining? Not nearly. Should
the core be done away with? Not entirely.
Students need to be given the flexibility to choose.
Forced learning, hiding behind supposed Jesuit ideals,
in a place where few would ever be confused with a
Jesuit, is detrimental to the student body and its education as^vvJiple,,, ,,^9 Bvjfeoq B svBrtol bnu i
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Student critiques cry for free speech
BY DAN PORCO

Everyone has had that high school
history class where the community
college-educated teacher recites some
textbook passage about how America
was founded on certain idealistic
principles.
That cheesy speech usually goes in
one ear and out the other, but the truth
is that we all experience these ideals
every day. As much as I disagreed with
Keane Levy's article, "Shedding light
on an Army recruiting confrontation"
[from the Feb. 14, 2008, issue of The
Mirror], I do respect the right to free
speech.
It takes a certain amount of audacity to indict servicemen who are putting
their lives on the line for us. After I
spoke with my friends, however, I realized just how pathetic Levy's exercise
of freedom was. He has absolutely
no idea what he is talking about, as
evident by his false and unintelligent
bandwagon liberal statements. From
the first line to the last, his arguments
are ill-informed and unqualified.
In his article, Levy says, "The
recruiter replied that they were not
mercenaries, but as I stated, they are
hired and paid to kill when ordered —
the definition of a mercenary." I don't
know what kind of second-rate English

classes are being taught up in Poughkeepsie, but that is not the definition of
a mercenary. According to the Oxford
English Dictionary, one definition of
'mercenary' is "a person who works
merely for money or other material
reward; a hireling."
I wouldn't consider dodging bullets or losing limbs to be material rewards, and I highly doubt that the pay
alone is enough to draw people to the
armed services. Students do not need to
bow down and kiss the boots of those
in service, but they should know their
role. While we are here sipping our
lattes in Jazzman's, these "mercenaries"
are watching friends get killed.
Wasted tax dollars were another
concern that Levy voiced to the Army
representatives. He claimed that because he pays taxes (unlikely), he is
entitled to as many pamphlets as he
desires.
There are more than 133 million
tax-paying citizens in the U.S., according to TRAC IRS, an independent IRS
watchdog operating out of Syracuse
University. Technically, he is entitled
to 117/1,000,000 of those pamphlets to
do what he wants with — this probably
amounts to half the size of the period
at the end of this sentence.
Liberal propaganda is nothing new
in the college setting. Levy writes in

his article, "First Amendment rights
such as free speech, press and assembly
have been taken away from you. ... I
hope everyone at Fairfield feels smart,
mature and responsible enough to have
these rights back in their hands."
Levy insists that Fairfield is depriving students of their rights to the free
press and speech, yet he is essentially
doing the same by taking all the pamphlets from the soldiers. Are the soldiers
not entitled to the same rights?
The Constitution outlines the rights
that the states have to protect. However,
Fairfield is a private organization and
that implies certain exemptions.
Lucy Katz, professor of the business school, acknowledges that Fairfield
has the same right to suspend freedom
of speech as we do to exercise it.
"We [at Fairfield] respect free
speech rights out of a sense of ethics
and American values, not because the
Constitution compels it (emphasis
mine)," said Katz in an e-mail.
Levy's attempts to liberate all of
the uninformed students are futile.
Senseless scenes like this, however,
should not deter other students from
voicing their opinions.
This is a call for awareness; get
informed, choose your battles wisely,
and don't miss your shot. Levy clearly
missed his.

Letter to the Editor: Taking the RA out of IRHA
To the Editor:
The office of Residence Life has created a new rule that
says RAs cannot hold a high position in an organization or
club for fear that they will neglect their residents.
I am writing to you regarding a restriction I was told
will be placed on the RAs for next
semester.
I am personally disturbed by this
decision. I feel that it is appalling that
RAs are not being allowed to pursue
high-level positions in student groups
and organizations.
The RAs here at Fairfield have
been a vital part in, not only IRHA,
but FUSA, EMS and a great variety
of student clubs. IRHA, for example,
has functioned for many years with
RAs in office.
Fairfield University's mission
statement reads, "Fairfield has [an]
obligation to the wider community
of which it is a part, to share with
its neighbors its resources and its special expertise for the
betterment of the community as a whole."
Not allowing the RAs to participate at the levels they
have in the past goes against this mission.
University President Fr. Jeffrey von Arx, S.J. said that
Fairfield "looks to form men and women who are effective
and articulate advocates of what they know and believe."
Furthermore, the University's strategic vision states that
"every activity a student engages in offers another path to
self-discovery."
.-.■..,

In that statement the words "every activity" refer to
multiple activities.
How are the RAs supposed to help fulfill the strategic
vision if they are held down by Residence Life?
How are they going to be those "effective and articulate
advocates of what they know and believe" if they are not
allowed to take part in it?
Aren't RAs supposed to lead
by example? How could they
be expected to do so if they are
hindered by this Residence Life
restriction.
I understand that the goal is
to make sure that each RA is able
to give the appropriate attention
to his or her residents; however, I
feel that this is not a problem with
every RA. This is something that
should be handled on a case-bycase basis.
Isn't that what one-on-one
Lorraine Lampe/The Mirror
meetings are for? This decision is
extremely rash and, in the opinion
of the students, was made without due reason.
I am sure that you are all well aware of the fact that no
student is at all happy or content with this decision.
I have been approached by many students about this,
and I am ashamed to say that I could not answer them when
I was asked, "Why are they doing this?"
To me, it is an excellent question.
Sincerely,
Mike, Stahl'10, vice president, IRHA
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New Works brings the best of the old and new
humorous the whole
way through.
There's an old
The next play by
proverb that says the
Swedeen, "Requiescatin
future is in the hands of
Pace," brought together
the youth. Another tells
two exes for the funeral
us to look to our elders,
of their daughter's pet
for they are wise. Could
bird, Tweety-man. The
it be that both pieces of
young Melissa (Krane)
advice are in fact, true?
is outrageously funny
Theatre Fairfield seems
as she leads the funeral
to think so.
procession. There are
Theatre Fairfield's
also tender moments
New Works Festival
from the couple as they
premiered the best and
share fond memories of
brightest new plays
Tweety-man.
from the University
The last play of the
community on Feb.
evening was Swedeen's
21 and Feb. 24 at the
ultra-funny "Couple
PepsiCo Theater. The
Capacity," which was
festival included pieccarried by the relaes authored by undertionship-bitter Tracy
classmen Kerry Davies
(Martin). Narrated by
'11 and Jayson Cow ley
Krane, the two other
'10, as well as three
characters next to Tracy
short plays by Theatre
in the movie theater are
Fairfield [TF] mentor
introduced as Sexual
and resident playwright
Man and Sexual Woman, played by Sargent
Staci Swedeen. A cast
and McGrath. The two
of seven actors brought
these five new plays to
invade Tracy's space
life in a night of staged
continuously, only
Lynne Porter/The Mirror
readings. Each reading Out with the old, in with the new: The New Works Festival featured new plays from underclassmen, including "The Pennysavstopping their teenage,
was embellished with a er," performed by students, pictured from left, Adam Newson '11, Mary McGrath '10, Anne Krane '09 amd Jeremy Shea '10.
hormone-induced makeout session when Tracy
certain amount of stage
direction from Director
each other's questions.
reprimands them. Just
remarks, pop-culture humor and a what made them "good."
wondrous energy. Indeed, "Row
Meanwhile, the attitude-laden
These fantastic new works as Tracy's "couple capacity" is
Marti LoMonaco.
The first of the plays, "Row Six," Six" has to be one of the most im- character played by Sargent and were followed by a trio of plays reached, the pair get the hint and
penned by Davies, tells the hilarious pressive new works on display in perpetually-in-prayer character from resident playwright Swedeen, take their activity elsewhere.
"It's an interesting experience
played by McKitterick slump on the whose work has been read and
story of three passengers en route to quite some time here at Fairfield.
The
second
play,
"Compiled,"
opposite
end
of
the
stage
underneath
produced
at
a
number
of
profesbecause
it's so many plays but also
Los Angeles Airport from John F.
tough
to
find a new character every
Kennedy airport. Howard (Adam by Cowley, is another demonstra- a sign that reads "Welcome to hell." sional theaters across the country.
Newson '11) is an eccentric writer tion of young, playwrighting talent. Sargent berates and mocks McKit- She holds a number of domestic 10 minutes," said Shea about his
with a lucky banana and an overall Three pairs of actors are introduced terick because he does not under- and international honors for her participation as one of the readers.
TF's New Works Festival was
penchant for food. He is trying to by the narrator (McGrath) and are stand why she is in hell. The pious writing.
The first of Swedeen's plays a wonderful journey through the
rewrite Hamlet as a musical. His placed in heaven, purgatory, and McKitterick feels wronged by God
of the night was "The Pennysaver." minds of the amateur and the expeneighbors in 'row six' are the preg- hell. Numbered 1-9, the characters and repeatedly defends herself.
nant, uber-Christian Chloe (Lindsey attempt to deal with the purpose
In the middle of the stage, Jen Narrated by McKitterick, this was rienced. While Davies and Cowley
McKitterick '09) and "serial-bitch" behind their placement — that is, Martin '10 and Newson sit with no the story of a small family consist- raised the bar for any underclassif they know where they are.
sign. They are in purgatory, and be- ing of unsatisfied mother Stephanie men writers, Swedeen showed her
Gail (Mary McGrath 10).
Anne Krane '09 and Jeremy cause they do not know if they are in (Krane) and uninterested father experience and ability.
"It's always fun playing a
These staged readings were
bitch," said McGrath. "Kerry Da- Shea '10 sit below a sign that says heaven or hell, the pair is confused, John (Newson). The family is moving and attempting to sell their bed so entertaining, the audience could
vies is incredible. She's hilarious "Welcome to heaven" and debate lost and philosophical.
and only a freshman. So much how they were chosen to be there.
The three dialogues are sewn to visiting couple Tom (Sargent) only hope to one day see them
together
by Cowley in such a way and Emily (Martin). The play done full-fledged; but until then,
While
both
seem
to
know
why
they
potential!"
that
they
complement one another, unfolds in a way that is anything the world awaits more new works
Narrated by Brendan Sargent are there, they cannot help but ques'11, "Row Six" is filled with witty tion the fairness of everything and overlap at times, and even answer but expected and is delightful and from this talented group.
BY EVAN BARDEN

A dose of music a day may keep a stroke away
BY

JP PORRETTA

They say that music can heal a broken
heart, but can it also help heal your brain?
Daily doses of one's favorite tunes
are shown to help speed up recovery from
debilitating strokes, according to a study
published last week by a group of researchers in Finland.
The study shows that stroke patients saw
a significant improvement in verbal memory
and mood after listening to music for a few
hours per day as compared to those patients
who did not listen to music.
I think it's accurate to say most patients
would much rather bump their heads to some
Top 40, instead of the regular treatment for
stroke victims, which consists of blood-thinning drugs and others drugs aimed at lowering
cholesterol levels, according to reports.
A stroke is a result of the obstructed flow
of blood to the brain. Nearly 700,000 suffer
from strokes each year, accdrdirlg to WebMD.' '

com. With a breakthrough discovery like this,
it won't be long before all our favorite artists
start playing doctor.
Is it really possible to attribute someone
like Jessica Simpson in the recovery of a
loved one? Apparently so, at least, according
to the study's lead author, Teppo Sarkamo.
"Based on previous research and theory,
it may be music listening could actually
activate the brain areas that are recovering,"
Sarkamo said in an interview with news
service Reuters. "Music listening should
be considered as an addition to other active
forms of therapy."
The discovery, however, requires followup studies to gain a better understanding
of the results. Once the study is validated,
people will have access to this alternative
medical treatment, which may prove to be
more considerate to their bank accounts than
conventional medicinal treatment.
Although it is not certain why stroke
' patients react to music the way they do, many

researchers have their own theories.
widespread use.
One possible theory says that the music
A daily dose of some rock 'n' roll never
might specifically act on the part of the ner- hurt anyone.
vous system
that is implicated in feelings of pleasure, reward
and memory.
A factor that all
researchers
can agree on
is that, with
so much uncertainty surrounding the
phenomenon,
extensive research must
still be conContributed Photo
ducted before Hitting the right note: Once known as something unhealthy for our
any kind of' -earsrrridslcJhas been found to have a positive effect on oneVhealth.
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Axis of Evil takes over the Oak Room
everything they can lay their him a little about his homelife.
metaphorical fingers on.
"I like to work out, but I also try to write every day,"
From Jews to Mexicans he said.
to the Crocodile Hunter, no
Almost all members of the group do some sort of actone is safe from the Axis ing, whether in movies or television, which contributes to
of Evil.
their material.
"Just once can it [the
Jobrani recounted his adventures playing several poterrorist] be a Buddhist?" litically incorrect, stereotypical Arabic roles in which he
Jobrani asked the audience. always dies, including his role in a Chuck Norris film and
"Now, I've thought about in the popular TV show "24."
it, and it can never be a
Typically performing in clubs or colleges around the
Buddhist. Right? Because country, Jobrani and Kader have also traveled to the Middle
Buddhists live in the mo- East to perform their material, which was originally writment; a Buddhist would be ten for American audiences, to a crowd of native Middle
like, 'I was going to blow Easterners.
myself up, but that moment
It was well-received, but they had some constraints. In
is gone.'"
Egypt, the group was told that it was acceptable for them to
The half-Palestinian make fun of the U.S., but to not mention local politics.
and half-Mormon Aron
The grouped formed back in 2000 while in California,
Kader talked about growing but after the attacks of 9/11 the group recognized another
importance to their comedy: laughter could heal.
Peter Caty/The Mirror up with a Mormon family,
and
being
around
the
Worldly comedians show their stuff: Axis of Evil performed at the Oak Room on
Mormon religion.
Thursday in front of faculty and students.
Kader joked
about the challenges
BY ANDONI FLORES
of growing up in a mixed-faith household, such as,
when at the age of 19, he was asked by Mormons
Two Palestinians and an Iranian walk into a room — to go on a mission.
stop me if you've heard this one before — and the Iranian
"To an Arab, a mission's a whole different thing.
turns to the. crowd of college students and says, "I'm not We don't come back from those," he said. The crowd
Iranian; I'm Persian, like the cat, 'Meow!'"
roared with laughter at Kader's predicament.
As the 600-member crowd erupted with laughter in the
Filling in for the last member of the trio,
Oak Room Thursday night, a fiendish smile spread across Egyptian-American Ahmed Ahmed, was Dean
comedian Maz Jobrani's face, for he knew that the room of Obeidallah, a New Jersey native with both Arab
unsuspecting victims succumbed to the power of comedy and Sicilian roots. He gave the audience words of
group Axis of Evil.
advice about airports.
Contrary to the implications given by the name, the
"Dress white, make your flight," he said.
Peter Caty/The Mirror
trifecta of comedy looks to educate people of all races
He also informed the audience, "If you have an A good response for 'Evil' group: The packed crowd in Oak
about the social and political situation in the Middle East Arab name, you are immune to identity theft."
Room was left laughing uncontrollably after an impressive
and in the United States post 9/11, while also poking fun at
Given a chance to chat with Obeidallah, I asked performance.

'Vantage Point' keeps you guessing
The story itself is fantastic. It is a very intricate story
line, with very few loose ends and enough twists and
It is a very interesting concept: One event, shown turns to keep the audience guessing.
from many different points of view, each one revealing
The way in which the movie was shot is an absolute
a little bit more
success. Some movabout what has
iegoers complained
transpired. This
that it was difficult to
is the underlying
follow or that they got
theme of "Vanbored of seeing the
tage Point."
same events unfoldThe story
ing multiple times.
opens in a recordHowever, if you
ing truck, broadpay attention, then the
casting a very
story is very rewardimportant speech
ing; with each rewind,
that the president
more and more intriis about to give at
cate information is
a summit on terrevealed to give the
rorism. Suddenly,
audience an even betthe president is
ter understanding.
shot, and pandeThe performances
monium erupts.
were very solid, with
A bomb goes off
Quaid as a convincing
somewhere in the
RortenTomatoes.com man trying to keep his
city, followed by Audiences get the best 'vantage point': Filled with an all-star cast,
cool under extreme
another one mo- "Vantage Point" tells the story of an assassination attempt told from the
circumstances.
ments later in the perspectives of eight strangers.
Some of the charsquare where the
acters were a bit clishooting happened.
che, such as the lead terrorist. I actually laughed out
In the aftermath of the explosions, nobody knows loud when I heard one character mention to another
what's going on — and then the movie stops and re- how his "special forces training" would come in handy,
winds.
as no action movie cliche is more overused than special
A .bit unsettling the first time, the movie rewinds forces training.
back to noon, and tells the story of the events again —
this time from the point of view of Secret Service Agent
Thomas Barnes (Dennis Quaid), who, a year ago, took
a bullet for the president and is only just now returning
to the field.
The story gradually unfolds, showing the same
While the plot of the movie was very intelligently
course of events six or seven times, always from a fresh
perspective, including that of a Spanish cop (Eduardo thought out, it was a bit lacking in background informaNoriega), an American tourist (Forest Whitaker), the tion, seeming to ignore any aspect of the movie that
president (William Hurt), and another Secret Service wasn't directly tied to the main story line. But in a 90agent (Matthew Fox), among others.
minute thriller, that is bound to happen.

BY ALEX CONROY

Levee hosts
St. Patty's festivities
UNIVERSITY PRESS RELEASE

The Shamrogues, the largest traditional Irish band in
the area, will be performing at a St. Patrick's Day celebration at the Levee. The live music event, sponsored by the
Irish studies and American studies programs, will be held
on Sat., March 15, from 9 p.m.-12:30 a.m. Both admission
and Mike's pizza will be free.
The band plays every type of Irish music, from jigs,
reels and hornpipes to rebel songs and ballads on instruments ranging from the fiddle, flute and guitar to the accordion, mandolin, bodhran or Irish drum and tin whistle.
"St. Patrick's Day is one of those great holidays that
bring people of all walks of life together, especially since
everyone is Irish on St. Patrick's Day," said Matt Gudonis
'08, an Irish studies minor.
What more could you ask for on a Saturday night than
a free party with a live Irish band, free Mike's pizza, and a
bar atmosphere at the Levee?" he asked. "I think anyone
who attends will have a blast in much the same way that
Fairfield students have enjoyed bands like Black 47."
Bridget Walsh '09, a longtime Irish dancer, said, "I'm
definitely bringing my friends to hear the Shamrogues at
the Levee to show them how beautiful and how much fun
Irish music is."
Band member Tim Quinn said that any student who
wants to sit in with the band can bring along his or her
instrument.
"We want this to be like a party in Ireland, especially
in a pub, where musicians show up and sit in together,"
said Quinn.
"We hope some Fairfield students will take up Tim
Quinn's invitation to join the band and have a good time
playing Irish music," said Kevin Cassidy, director of Irish
studies. "It would be great to see some Irish step-dancing
to celebrate St. Patrick's Day."
Cassidy said that the history, English and visual and
performing arts departments generously contributed to
the St. Patrick's celebration. The event is also sponsored
by the College of Arts and Sciences.
Form more information call Cassidy, ext. 2862, or
professor Marion White, ext. 3021.
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Jeff Dunham and beloved puppets visit Times Square
BY VERONICA FLORENTINO

then began complaining about how annoyed he was to be
in New York because it was too cold, adding that he did
not enjoy "frozen spit." Walter's overall performance also

was surprised and tried to handle the situation with finesse,
but the audience quickly began to realize that, if this was
Talk about multiple personality disorder ... Jeff Dun
simply a fracture in Achmed's skeletal body, Dunham would
ham does it all.
have fixed it quickly.
"We're in New York on a Saturday night!
"What are the odds that after how many
Let's go crazy! Let's get a diet coke and go see
hundreds of shows, this happens on our first
a puppet show!"
night on Broadway?" Dunham asked, before
While ragging on a front-row patron
teasing Achmed that he would need a lot of duct
receiving his drink order from the waitress,
tape before their evening show.
Dunham somehow summed up the evening
Peanut and Jose the Jalapeno came out
for the 2,000 people at his first of two sold-out
next. Jose is my favorite puppet, but I was
shows at the Nokia Theatre in Times Square
extremely disappointed that the spa incident,
this weekend.
my favorite sketch, was not performed. Rather,
Dunham, a ventriloquist who has been
Dunham stuck with old classics from his first
featured on Comedy Central, performed in
DVD, "Jeff-fa-fa Dun-ham."
Manhattan on Saturday night alongside five
He got a lot of laughs when he made sure
of his most popular characters.
that Jose is not an illegal alien, asking, "Are you
Dunham's talents have made him a classic
here on a work visa or tourist visa?"
favorite with those who are familiar with his
"He's here on a stick!"
work. It is easy to be amazed by his uncanny
Dunham happily offered an encore and
ability to throw his voice and create unique,
took Bubba J out for the first time in a while.
appealing characteristics of his many pupSince it has been quite some time since Bubba
pet 'friends.' He simultaneously controls the
J has appeared in his act, Dunham had to use
volume and pitch of his voice depending on
notes to remember some of the punch lines.
the context, to make the overall performance
Even with his note cards, though, Dunham still
incredibly convincing.
ntonia Randazzo/The Mirror managed to flub a line, which definitely did not
Before Dunham hit the stage, comedians Jeff Dunham gets a little help from his friends: The comedian and puppeteer's
go unnoticed.
Jeff Rothpan and Brian Haner opened the set included his usual characters: Walter, Achmed and Jose the Jalapeno.
Realizing this, he joked that the audience
show. Haner, also known as "Guitar Guy," gave
could help him with the act. Sure enough, with
the audience an entertaining bio of himself as the original shared new items with which audiences aren't familiar.
every prompt, the audience began reciting with Bubba J —
Guitar Hero. His antics and stories made him a memorable
One can only hear cheering and applause at the men- every line, word for word. After each line, Dunham grew
addition to the show. His act, though, was no where near as tion of terrorists and the war in the Middle East at a Jeff more and more surprised with how well his audience knew
entertaining as the man of the night, Dunham.
Dunham show. The response was nothing but enthusiastic his act, calling it one of his weirdest shows ever.
Walter, a character who is known for his grumpy and as Dunham took Achmed, the Dead Terrorist, from his
"It's like a strange form of church. We now recite
witty remarks, was the first puppet to make an appear- suitcase to join him on stage. The routine opened with from the book of Bubba J 2:19. The Communion will be
ance. Dunham always describes him as lovable because Dunham greeting Achmed, who proclaimed to be a "ter- Budweisers and corn dogs!"
everyone knows someone like him, which is a legitimate rifying terrorist."
For a night at a puppet show, Dunham was fantastic.
statement.
Before Achmed could ask if the audience was scared, The old adage of breaking a limb for good luck seemed trite.
As soon as Walter uttered his first, "Shut the hell up!" trouble arose. Achmed was simply sitting on his pedestal Achmed may not have survived the show, but everyone
the audience immediately cheered to welcome him. Walter and, through no one's fault, Achmed's arm fell off. Dunham else left in good spirits.

News e Notes
BY JP PORRETTA
Want to be caught up on some of
the recent headlines in entertainment
news? Here are some tidbits you might
have missed.
Despite being
adored by a majority of females
from ages nine
to 18, the Jonas
Brothers recently
told reporters that
they are all virgins. They said
that they have
"made promises
to ourselves and to God that we'll stay
pure 'till marriage."
Source: Pagesix.com
Always finding new ways to make
headlines, Lindsay Lohan made watercooler conversation this week after
posing nude for New York Magazine.
Source: nymag.com
The Bamboozle Festival has once
again updated its ever-growing lineup.
Now added to the bill are Jimmy Eat
World, Panic at the Disco, Motion
City Soundtrack and Bret Michaels.
They will be joining bands such as
Jacks Mannequin, Paramore, Simple
Plan, Gym Class Heroes and many
more. The Bamboozle Festival will take
place May 3 and 4 at the Meadowlands
Sport Complex in East Rutherford,
N.J.
Source: thebamboozle.com

Coldplay
is currently putting the finishing touches on
its fourth studio
album, which is
due out sometime
this summer.
Source: Billboard.com
The 2008 Warped Tour lineup has
been announced. This year's punk rock
tour will include Angels and Airwaves,
Cobra Starship, Gym Class Heroes,
Jacks Mannequin, Relient K, Say
Anything, Story of the Year, The
Academy Is and many more.
For the complete lineup, visit
WarpedTour.com
The first ever All Points West Festival will be held at Liberty State Park
in Newark, N.J., Aug. 8 to Aug. 10.
The lineup includes Radiohead, Jack
Johnson, Kings of Leon, The Roots
and Cat Power. Tickets go on sale this
Friday at noon.
Source: APWfestival.com
Oasis singer/guitarist Noel Gallagher is
selling his
home in Ibiza because
he cannot
stand living
near James
Blunt, according to sources. Noel "can't
stand the thought of Blunt writing crap
tunes up the road."
Source: NME.com
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The best way to spread Fairfield cheer
is singing loud for all to hear

Contribute

St. Ignatius Church in Prague
BY MICHELLE MORRISON

Does eight days touring some of the
most famous and spectacular sights in
Eastern Europe sound like a dream come
true to you?
For the Fairfield Glee Club, this is not a
dream; it is a reality. On Feb. 29, the Fairfield
Glee Club will jet set across the "pond" for
an unforgettable week of performances and
sightseeing in Eastern Europe.
"I can't believe it's coming up so fast,"
said Jen Martin' 10, a two-year veteran of the
Glee Club who has performed with the club
in Philadelphia and Washington, D.C.
While in Europe, the group will sing
at various locations, including St. Ignatius
Church in Prague, Czech Republic; the
Minoritenkirche (Minorite Church) and the

Church of the Assumption of the Blessed
Virgin Mary in Vienna, Austria; and Waldorf
School in Budapest, Hungary.
"I think it's really great to have the
experience to perform in some of the most
historical and beautiful buildings," said
Martin.
Led by its director, Carole Ann Maxwell, the Glee Club will perform various
musical pieces including Fairfield's Alma
Mater and the timeless "Viva la Musica"
by Ivan Erod. Many of the songs they plan
to sing in the churches are spiritual, such as
"Lord Don't Move the Mountain," arranged
by Clayton White.
Soloists and smaller Fairfield ensembles such as the Men's Ensemble and Sweet
Harmony (the women's ensemble) will have
featured roles as well.
Brittany Hill '10, who will perform
two solos, said she is honored to be part of
the trip.
"This will be a truly enriching experience for me, and what makes it even better
is that we get to visit three countries instead
of just one," said Hill.
Eighty-five singers, alumni and family
members will depart from the United States
on Feb. 29, arriving approximately 14 hours
later in Prague.
Glee Club President Caitlin Moroney
'08, who visited Italy with the Glee Club in
2006, said that the Glee Club tries to travel
each semester and plan an international trip
every two years.
"The fact that we get to sing in places
like Prague, Vienna and Budapest, which
I would never have imagined myself going to in the first place, is so great," said
Moroney.

The group will also have free time
to tour famous landmarks, including St.
Stephen's Cathedral in Vienna and the Old
Royal Palace in Prague.
World Cultural Tours — the company
that organized the Glee Club's trip to Italy
two years ago — is planning this year's tour
as well.
Moroney said that the company books
flights, guided tours, hotels and sightseeing
ventures. It also helps the club to choose and
register at concert venues.
"Traveling abroad should be an experience that everyone should have, so the Glee
Club being able to sing abroad is great," said
Moroney. "We're so happy that Fairfield allows us to do it."
Martin agreed.
"I think it gives us an opportunity to
reach out beyond our campus."
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£ Campus J^
rhyme beat:
What's on your
workout playlist?

Katlyn Bouzan '10

Minoritenkirche in Vienna

1."TKO"-LeTigre
2."Stronger" - Kanye West
3. "Another Dumb Blonde" - Hoku
4."Just Want you to know" - BSB
5."Summer Girls" - Jessica
Andrews

Oh, brother! Students spend the weekend with siblings

Contributed Photo

Family feud: Siblings take each other on in the jousting event.

There's always room for one more — even in the
smallest of dorm rooms. This past weekend marked Fairfield's annual Siblings Weekend. Students' brothers and
sisters visited the campus to partake in typical Fairfield
tomfoolery, and many enjoyed activities planned by
FUSA.
Siblings were dazzled by a magician during dinner at
Barone Dining Hall Friday night, followed by age-appropriate Happy Hour at the Levee and a movie night screening of "Ratatouille" and "Pirates of the Caribbean."
"I liked eating in the cafeteria and seeing all the different people," said Cara Mecabe, younger sister of Christen
Mecabe '09.
On Saturday, there was a trip to a sports complex
where siblings could play laser tag, go bowling, ice skate
and play miniature golf.
FUSA also held a carnival in the Birkenstock Field
House at the Rec Plex that night. Featured there were jousting events, face painting and fun carnival games.

Dan Lamendola '09

Contributed Photo

* - Face tirhe: Katie Water's '08 uses her creativity in face painting.

Contributed Photo

Play BaffifSWdefits" arfa"sfbflrfgg ir^cycarftivaT§a"rrTes orTSaturday*

1."Dust On the Bottle" - David
Lee Murphy
2."Blinded By the Light" Manfred Mann
3."She Moves in Mysterious
Ways" - U2
4."Bat Out of Hell" - Meat Loaf
5."Life Is a Highway" - Tom
Petty
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Mean girls — and boys — post dirt on fellow students
BY SARA QUIGLEY

The backstabbing, scandalous blogs of the television
show, "Gossip Girl," ends with each show at 9 p.m. on
Mondays, and the Burn Book was just a creation of Lindsay Lohan and the other mean girls, right? Wrong.
College students across the country are finding

mpe

themselves the subject of demeaning posts on the Web
site Juicycampus.com.
The site is a forum where students can anonymously
post messages or create discussions — many of which use
the full names of others or of sororities and fraternities —
or even invite others to comment on the "best boobs" or

the "biggest slut" on campus.
While Fairfield University is not
registered with the site, many other
schools across the country are.
Students from unregistered
schools cannot make posts, but the
general public — including parents,
teachers and future employers —
can, and do, read the comments.
"The professional therapists

JUICY
"I had a class last semester with this chick in the
4 votes
Greek system (at least, I think she is) who had an
7? views
extra toe. She wore flipflops, and I couldn't stop
staring at it. I mean, seriously, it was chilling on top of her foot.
at Counseling and Psychological Has anyone else seen this, or are there any pictures of it?"
Services find this site offensive,"
said Susan Birge, assistant vice
principle and director of Counseling Services at Fairfield
University. "It is cyber cruelty and cyber alienating."
College students are constantly warned about the
risks of future employers checking out Facebook.com
and MySpace.com, where they can see pictures, groups,
and posted personal information.
The extent of personal material posted on social
networks such as Facebook and MySpace are, for the
most part, posted by the individual site owner. Editing
the page is as simple as logging on and deleting drunken
pictures and inside jokes that only the closest of friends
will find inoffensive.
Even easier is adding the privacy option. With conscientious editing, there is no reason to be judged unfairly
for one's Facebook and MySpace profiles if one does not
wish to be.
Juicycampus does not offer this luxury. Posted material cannot be deleted or edited by anyone once it is
posted, and anyone with Internet access can pull up tales
of one's sexual or drunken exploits.
The site has spurred such controversy that Pepperdine
University's student government association voted to
ban access to the site on the campus network on Jan. 23,
according to an editorial by the newspaper staff of The
Lariat, Baylor University's student newspaper.
According to an Associated Press article, one student
at Cornell University, which is registered with Juicycampus.com, first experienced the site's wrath when he

received a text message from a friend between classes
telling him to check out Juicycampus.com.
"The student found his name on the Web site beside
a rambling, filthy passage about his sexual exploits,
posted by an anonymous student on campus. The young
man could only hope the commentary was so ridiculous
nobody would believe it," the article said.
According to the editorial from Baylor University,
Section 230 of the Communication Decency Act of 1996
protects Web site operators from being held liable for
defamatory statements posted by participants on message boards.
Because Juicycampus allows users to post anonymously, if a lawsuit is filed, the only way a perpetrator's
identity can be found is through an IP address.
Thus, attacks via the Web site are legal, and identifying one's attacker may be impossible for anyone trying
to press a libel suit.
"Web sites like Juicycampus.com ultimately rely on
students to provide content," said Fairfield communications professor David Gudelunas. "Ironically the same
students producing the site's content are also packaged
and sold to advertisers who buy their attention."
"Not to completely devalue gossip as a legitimate
form of communication," said Gudelunas, "but I hope
that students have more important things to write while
here at college than some material for a Web site that
ultimately gets sold back to them."
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What happens on Spring Break stays on Spring Break
You'd have to blind to not have
noticed the inordinate amount of
haircuts that the fine, young gentlemen of this university have gotten
in the past week. Those are the same
men that have been crowding the gym
for the better part of the last month.
They hope that these last-minute appearance enhancers will increase their
chances of getting laid on Spring
Break, but I don't know what they
are so concerned about.
As Tom Cruise so eloquently
stated in "Top Gun," "Goose, even
you could get laid in a place
like this."
Spring Break is a nat
ural aphrodisiac. Sexcrazed college students
let it all hang out, literally, for a week of
pure madness. The entire
atmosphere just exudes lust. Warm
weather, beaches, alcohol, bikinis, wet
T-shirt contests, etc. Quite frankly, I
understand why guys exhibit this kind
of behavior, but I can't for the life of me
figure out why girls would follow suit,
nor do I really care.
It's rather perplexing if you think
about it. Girls spend most of the year
making us work to get in their pants.
And don't get me wrong, we kind of en-

joy the cat-and-mouse game because
girls that are easy are less desirable.
But why does virtually every girl
lose her set of standards on Spring
Break? It might be because there are
no strings attached and no one knows
their history, but is that all? Is it like the
bye week in the season for girls, where
they don't have any games scheduled
with anyone they know, so they are
free to practice against whomever
they want?
Regardless, it just doesn't matter to guys. We are smarter than
we get credit for. For example,
many guys have recently
taken a break with their
pseudo girlfriends so that
they can live the dream
and others have delayed
any sort of commitment
with their current hookup
that includes exclusive hookup rights.
Guys, although the girls you meet
on Spring Break will give it up more
readily, they'll still try to play tricks on
you. If you hook up with a girl on the
first night, try to avoid her at all costs
the next night. You don't want a Spring
Break girlfriend clinging to you, which
restricts you from a host of other possible suitors.
Just remember to wrap it up.

The confession I'm about to make
is extremely "un-college," but this
coming week will mark my first official Spring Break vacation (unless you
count last year's trip to Islamorada, also
known as the Retirement Capital of the
country). Dinner at 4:30, asleep by 10
and a sunburn that didn't allow me to
open my eyes for a whole week is about
as lame as it gets.
Normally, you'd think that going
on vacation is a chance to escape
your everyday life and meet new
people. That's not how we do it at
Fairfield. No, instead of escaping
each other, 90 of us will be
trapped on a cruise ship
together (bets are now
being taken on who goes
overboard first).
No matter what your
Spring Break plans may be,
I'm going to assume that they all revolve
around sun, sand and fruity drinks with
umbrellas in them. So, I'm offering up
a couple of general dos and don'ts that
will hopefully aid in making this your best
Spring Break ever.
Do remember to bring your camera.
Chances are you'll remain at some level
of intoxication at all times. You're want
proof that you actually went somewhere,
and the memories won't suck either.

Don't go out in your four-inch heels.
You might look great, but climbing up
on the bar is much easier than getting
down. You will fall, and worse than the
embarrassment of everyone seeing what
color your underwear is, are the bruises
you'll wake up with. Purple splotches don't
match new bikinis; stick to flip-flops.
Do allow yourself one night with
a hot local. Bonus points if he has an
accent or speaks another language.
Don't stress if you forget his or her
name by the time the sun comes up.
Good decisions don't make good
~\ stories.
Don't forget that you're
> still a poor college student.
Vacations are a time to
splurge, but you'll regret
that $300 drink tab when
your plane lands back in the
real world where you have utilities to pay and Natty Light to purchase.
Start practicing your eyelash flutters and
flirty hair flips — they'll come in handy.
Make sure to come back with souvenirs, an awesome tan (though I bet I'll
be at least four shades darker than you)
and even better stories.
And don't forget what our good
friend Kristin Cavallari always says:
What happens on Spring Break stays on
Spring Break!

for something great...
We take the Stag card.
Student Discount.
COMEDY CLUB

1561 Post Rd., Fairfield Center
TICKETS ON SALE:

@ 11 A.M.
DESK $15

MARCH 12TH

BCC

INFO

TRIP MARCH 28TH
DON'T MISS OUT I

203*254-8387

COFFEE BREAK

www.fairfieldmirror.cotn
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What are your plans for

QUESTION OF THE WEEK

Spring Break f08?

by Anastasia Alimaras

"Going home to hang out with friends."
—Andrew Basso '10

"I'm going to Costa Rica to rescue
burrows from starvation and build
homes for the homeless."
-Kaitlyn Lauber '08

"Visitingfriends at college."
—Brett Carisio' 11

"Celebrating my class of 2009 win in
Cancun!"

"Acapulco and belligerence."

-Courtney McCord '09
& Tina Masciadrelli '09

-Brian Lloyd '08
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College Crossword
CJr ©2008 Joshua O'Conneli. Aii Rights Reserved. Mtp://www.in-pursuit.com

A Harry situation
ACROSS
1. puppeteer Lewis
6. black or lima
10. food (slang)
14. a worn-out book, sometimes
15. thiscanbeupped
16. be defeated
17. the head of 11 Down
19. gaze at someone attractive
20. famous prizefighter
21. iris cover
22. low cards?
23. a goal for a college professor
25. Hawaiian hello
27. units of work or energy
28. the fruit in "fruit and cake'
31. come out of the woodwork
34. shrewdness shown by insight
37. acid + alcohol-water
38. cheerleader chant
41. strong happiness
43: if by this, it's two
44. in front
46. put to work incorrectly
48. more heated?
50. small issue (with pick)
51. top cards?
55. internet connector, for some
57. breathing difficulty ailment
59. against, in some dialects
61. medicine amount
64. it follows Sept.
65. rum/water concoction
66. Harry's friend
68. U.N. weapons inspector Blix
69. popular moisturizer
70. former European coin
71. aid
72. dog tail actions, when happy
73. oodles
DOWN
1. put to sleep
2. trash man. for one
3. loading a gun

by Joshua O'Conneli
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PUZZLE #1-EASY

26
31

36

35

40 1 m*\

44

32

49

48
55
60

65
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71
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56

1
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52
■"

1
62
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4. Confederate soldier nickname
5. more unused
6. invoked upon
7. organic compound
8. heart chamber
9. haystack find
10. outfits
11. Harry's school
12. Norway city
13. little ones (slang)
18. what one gets when they 19
Across
24. America, for short
26. signs
29. the one who leads prayers in a
mosque
30.enter(2wds.)
32. golly!
33. important time

53

"

8

9

6

6

8
■ 64

63
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8 6

8

67

8 6
"
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35. gave up
36. not final
38. not cooked
39. 'Take on Me" band
40. friend of Harry
42. downtime
45. within
47. consume
49. sketch again
52. type of cacti
53. hosted
54. linked with Roman fauns
56.cash
58. chairs
59. civil leader in Turkey
60.take
62. kiss, in Britain
63. overwhelming feelings
67. enclosed space

Looking for the answers? Head online to check
your answers at www.fairfieldmirror.com
jo. ri«k t
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Place the numbers 1 through 9 in the grid so they appear once in
each row, column, and nine-box square.
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PUZZLE #3-HARD

PUZZLE #4-BRAIN FREEZE
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Looking for the answers? Head online to check
your answers at www.fairfieldmirror.com
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COFFEE BREAK

Minor

Photo Hunt!
by Lorraine Lampe

Can you spot the
changes?
There are 8 in all.

Check out
FairfieldMirror.com
for the answers.

l1 airfield
UNIVERSITY

CAREER CORNER
On-Campns Recruiting Deadlines
GE
Commercial Loan Portfolio Analyst
Target Stores
Executive Team Leader
First Investors
Financial Representative
Jones Lang LaSalle Americas Project Coordinator
Konan Ronan LLC
MEP Engineer
Northwestern Mutual-Bender Financial Representative
Sales Assistant
TeleRep
TeleRep
Research Analyst
Junior Account Executive
TimeLink
Financial Analyst
IBM
Aflac Agent
AFLAC
Vertrue
Online Marketing Coordinator
Staff Accountant
Junior Financial Analyst
JPMorganChase
Leadership Development Program

Summer Internship Application Deadlines
GE

Global Client Services Intern
Finance Intern (tax)
Target Stores
Executive Internship
Northwestern Mutual-Bender Financial Representative Intern
EMC
Non Technical Internships
ERE Accountants & Advisors Summer Audit
Northwestern Mutual-Meadows Financial Representative Internship
PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP PwC Summer Leadership Program
Vertrue
2008 Summer Internships

Employer Presentation

Deloitte National Leadership Conference Presentation
Bankers Life & Casualty Co. Presentation
•
Held in the Keliey Center Presentation Room 5:00-6:30p.m.

2/28
2/28
2/29
2/29
2/29
2/29
2/29
2/29
2/29
3/3
3/4
3/4
3/4
3/4
3/7

2/28
2/28
2/28
2/29
2/29
2/29
3/3
3/3
3/4

2/28
3/13

Strengthen Your Interviewing Skills
Interviewing Tips Presentation at http://www.fairtield.edu/cpc videos.html#

Need a Job for the Summer?

Don't forget about the Online Job board located on the Career Planning Website!

ENJOY YOUR SPRING BREAK!

BANANA. REPUBLIC
See clearly. Look amazing.

Glance
R x~*optical

1499 Post Road / Fairfield, CT 06824 203.254.0042
1101 High Ridge Road / Stamford, CT 06905 203.322.2265

www.glancect.com

Student discount 15%

intrigue

a hair salon

Special student pricing with Krystin or Kristal

25% off color and highlights
• Women's cuts - $40
• $15 Haircuts tor Men on Mon. Tues. & Wed.

www.fairfieldmirror.com
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CHRIS SIMMONS

Associate
News Editor

Associate Sports
Editor

The Questions
1. Does the NFL combine
mean anything?

Obviously not to me because I had
to ask Tom and Chris what it even
was

The players are treated no better
than cows at a meat market. Where
are PETA, Eric San George and
Alex Gross at?

2. Will Barry Bonds play
again?

Hopefully not. The evidence is
pretty incriminating, and I still
believe in good, old-fashioned
peck-blasting in the weight room
to get ahead.

Barry Bonds will come back, but
not as a baseball player. He will
join Rafael Palmeiro as a Viagara
spokesman to help recover from
his shrinkage.

3. Will Bobby Knight return to
Indiana?

Well, considering
most recent millionth
for the
pass!

4. Are you excited for spring
training?

More than usual, probabl
I've been doing plenty o
spring training on Wii's Homeru
Derby.

5. Is Darren McFadden the next
Travis Henry?

Maybe
on sujcpa
lecori

Find out at our
Graduate Program
Information Session on Saturday,
March 15,2008.
Continental Breakfast at 8:30am,
Sessions begin at 9:00am.
Register online;
www.sacredheart,edu/graduate,dm

t would make it much easici %
fill his requests about b%ng buried
upside down there, wouldn't it?

I can only hope. Mr. Knight (don't
call him Knight; it ends badly)
knows how to keep people in line. At
least he can say he never cheated.

uap| p<icky"i
IP011' or
yd is maklrig another
attempt, yes. Otherwise,
e basketball instead.

As of right now the Orioles haven't
lost yet. Of course I'm excited. At
least until the season starts and I
have to hear all the Red Sox and
Yankees fans start up again.

ay ie a challenge iorM<|Fadn to catch up to Henry m the
illegitimate children statistic.

As long as he doesn't pull a Maurice
Clarett and start drinking Grey Goose
out of a water bottle during practice,
he'lljstill make his millions.

Now that your
undergraduate career is
almost complete, make
the most of your degree by
going right for a Master's
at Sacred Heart University.
Get on the fast track to
success now. An advanced
degree from Sacred
Heart University is your
springboard to the future.

MBA FOR LIBERAL ARTS & SCIENCE MA|ORS
Extend your liberal arts degree in a practical, marketable rrsarsnerin the
John R Welch College of Business. This two-year, full-time MBA program
provides students with domestic and foreign on-the-job internships, including
a summer experience at our Luxembourg campus.

15-MONTH M.S. IN COMPUTER SCIENCE

Our full-time Master's program in Computer Science and Information Technology,
with internships available in a variety of real-world business settings, puts you
on the fast track to an exciting career in software development network security
database administration, web development and much more.

Where Personal Attention Leads to Personal Achievement
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BY TOM CLEARY

Baseball starts season 0-3: The Stags traveled south to Mobile, Ala., for the Coca-Cola Classic to start their season. They
struggled during the three-game event as Fairfield fell to host
South Alabama in the opening game, 11-1, then lost to Xavier
12-7 and ended the event with a 13-3 defeat at the hands of No.
20 Kentucky. Freshman Tucker Nathans, who is also a starter
on the soccer team, was one of the lone bright spots of the week. Nathans
started all three games at third base and was 5 for 11 (.455) at the plate. Senior
designated hitter Peter Allen also had a strong showing, with a .455 batting
average, a double and a triple.

Third-ranked women's lacrosse opens season: The Stags
were picked to finish third in the MAAC conference in the
preseason coaches poll. Fairfield began its season against Yale
in New Haven on Wednesday night (see www.fairfieldmirror.
com for results). Senior defenders Mary Vallely and Katie von
Hoffmann were both named to the preseason All-MAAC First
Team. Von Hoffmann was a member of the All-MAAC Second Team two
seasons in a row, while Vallely was the 2007 MAAC Defensive Player of the
Year. She finished 10th in the country last season in turnovers forced, with 37
on the year.

Softball prepares for 14-game Florida trip: While other
Fairfield students are enjoying spring break destinations,
the softball team will be all business in the Sunshine State.
The Stags will play 14 games in a nine-day span during the
spring recess, all in Florida. Fairfield begins its season in
Orlando, where they will play eight games from March 1-4.
The Stags will then travel to Tampa Bay to take part in the University of
South Florida-Adidas Tournament, where they will play six more games
before returning home on March 9. Fairfield was picked to finish fourth
in the MAAC in the preseason poll.

Women's tennis falls, men snowed out: The women's tennis team lost to Fairleigh Dickinson 6-1 at the Stamford Indoor
Tennis Arena on Sunday. Paulina Rys '10 recorded the Stags'
only point with a win at the third singles spot. Meanwhile, the
men's team's match against Temple, scheduled for Friday night,
was postponed due to the snowstorm that swept through the
Northeast. The women's team has started its spring season slowly, with a 1-3
record. The men's side is 2-1 so far. Both teams are preparing for the MAAC
season, which will begin on March 18, when the teams host Saint Peter's for
a conference double-header in Fairfield.

Male athlete of the week

Female athlete of the week

ATHLETE: Doug Kuring 11
SPORT:
Lacrosse
ACHIEVEMENT: Kuring made a splash in his
debut against Providence by recording three points,
including the game-winning goal. He was named
ECAC Co-Rookie of the Week on Monday for
his efforts. Kuring picked up two assists early in
the game, both on goals by Travis Nelson '08. But
his best moment came with 2:02 left in overtime,
when he scooped up the ball with his back to the
net and threw it into the goal for a win.

ATHLETE: Baendu Lowenthal '09
SPORT:
Basketball
ACHIEVEMENT: It may have been a rough
weekend for the women's basketball team, but
it was a good one for Lowenthal. She averaged
23.5 points and 10 rebounds in the two games
last week, against Saint Peter's on Monday (a
win) and Siena on Sunday (a loss). On the season
she is averaging 14.7 points and eight rebounds
per game, averages that rank among the top five
players in the MAAC.
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Are you tired of membership fees?
Automatic renewal fees?

FAIRFIELD VS. MANHATTAN
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 29TH
7:30 P.M.
ARENA AT HARBOR YARD

Uncertified salespeople?
Old tanning bulbs?
Sta'gCard
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GREAT STUDENT RATES!
Hours:
Sunday th?-ough Thursday
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She got game
Stags on pace for first 20-win season since 2000-01
CHRIS SIMMONS
ASSOCIATE SPORTS EDITOR

Women's basketball update: The
women are one game away from 20 wins for the season.
That's right. Fairfield has a women's basketball team,
although — judging from attendance — most students
don't know.
It's a shame since the team deserves the support of its
fellow students. The players and coaches are too polite to
say it, but it has to sting a little. In a game earlier this season,
Hutch Williams '08 and 10 students, at most, were sitting in the
student section during an on-campus game when the athletic
department was giving out a free TV.
This season would mark the first time since the 2000-01
season that the team has won 20 games. That year, the Stags
received an at-large bid to the NCAA Tournament — the only
time in Fairfield athletic history a team has done so.
As a freshman last year, I knew men's basketball was more
popular. I didn't want to step on anyone's toes, so I applied
to be the women's basketball beat writer. Turns out I was the
only one to apply. Needless to say, I got the job.
There could be a few reasons for the lack of support.
Women's basketball is boring.
So what if they can't dunk? Sabra Wrice '08 has hit some ridiculous shots from way beyond the arc or in traffic in the lane.
No one knows about the games.
I barely know about the free promotions, and I cover the
team. Sure, those little pieces of paper on the BCC tables are
nice, but they can do better than that. They did do a good job
on the Sacred Heart game, but again, that's only one game in
the season.
Coach Cooley doesn't coach women's basketball.
Head Coach Joe Frager may not be as vociferous as
Cooley, but he won a D-II national championship last season

BASKETBALL

while being named the national coach of the year. I
could list all his accomplishments, but they would take
up too much space.
Who cares about mid-major basketball?
Marist went to the Sweet Sixteen last year and is
currently ranked No. 23 in the nation. And it's not just
the women either. George Mason was a pretty big deal
if you remember.
Women don't play sports.
Yes, I would like to think that I could take a
women's basketball team, but deep down, I know I
would probably get embarrassed.
Don't get me wrong, I'm not saying that the
women have a unique problem. I wish more students
would support all sports teams. Nor is this a problem
unique to Fairfield; it happens at universities all over
the country and even in the movies for anyone who's
seen "Love & Basketball." But when men's basketball
sells out Alumni Hall and the women get barely any
students, there is a double standard.
Here are some good reason to check out the Stags
in their remaining games.
Wrice is graduating soon.
The senior will finish in the top 10 for career
points scored, and she has continued her success this
Elyse Raby/The
year, averaging 16.4 points per game.
Tunnel vision: Megan Caskin '09 and the Stags are looking to
Lowenthal is approaching 1,000 points.
close out the season with wins against Manhattan and Loyola.
Baendu Lowenthal '09 now has 977 points for a
chance to become the 22nd player in program history
Fairfield is preparing for a MA AC run.
to score 1,000.
With a 9-7 conference record, the Stags could secure the
They play as a team.
third seed. The majority of those conference games have been
The women have come together off the court as well as on without leading rebounder and third leading scorer, Steph
it. Their defense is ranked 30th nationally in scoring defense Geehan '10, due to illness. If she returns in time, Fairfield
allowing 56.7 points per game. They are also ranked 26th in could make a tournament run. So, if you have nothing to
the nation in rebounding margin, pulling down an average of do during Spring Break, head up to Albany for the MAAC
6.3 more boards per game than their opponents.
Tournament.

Men's basketball continues winning streak
CONTINUED FROM P.

NOTEBOOK
Men's basketball: Many possibilities
The MAAC has been a tough league so far, and
it has led to an interesting scenario for the final
weekend of the season. The top six spots in the
league are all up for grabs and any of the four
teams who are tied for first place could end up in
sixth. Currently Siena, Loyola, Niagara and Rider
are all in first place, with Fairfield a game back
and Marist two games behind them. Iona is also
in the running for the sixth place spot. The top six
teams in the league receive a bye for the play-in
round. The Stags control their own destiny to an
extent. With two wins (against Manhattan and at
Rider) they could finish no worse than third place.
The regular season championship will most likely
be determined in Friday night's game between
Niagara and Siena in Albany.
-Tom Cleary
Women's basketball: Scoreboard watching
The Stags' game against Manhattan on Friday was
postponed due to the snowstorm. The game has
been rescheduled for Wednesday. Both teams are
9-7 in the MAAC. The winner will be alone in at
least fourth place in the league and could move
into a third-place tie depending on the outcome
of the game between first-place Marist and thirdplace St. Peter's. Marist is 16-0 in the league and
ranked 23rd in the nation according to the latest
ESPN/USAToday Coaches' Poll. St. Peter's is 10-6
in the conference. The Red Foxes and the Peahens
play each other twice in a row to end the season.
The Stags could tie second-place Iona; however,
the Gaels hold the tie-breaker on the strength of
their two close victories over the Stags.
-Chris Simmons
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centage from the floor, the
Dragons' third-worst performance of the season.
"Our team is having
some pride defensively in
what we are doing with a little more attention to detail,
and I have been searching
for that," said Cooley.
The Stags' season is
following a similar path to
last year's, as the team has
put together a late season
winning streak.
Last year, Fairfield won
seven in a row in February,
the longest streak in 20
years, to turn around its
season.
The Stags also picked
up a win in the BracketBuster matchup last season, defeating William
& Mary, another CAA
opponent, with a strong
defensive performance.
"Every year is definitely different; it's just a
coincidence," said Cooley.
"The way we are playing is
good; our guys are coming
together at the right time."
Cooley said that this
is a different team than last
year, based on the fact that
it took longer for the players to fit into their roles.
"This team has a different mind-set," said Cooley.
"Last year, our games were
much closer.
"We lost to Rider by
three, Marist by one; our
games were played different."
The-Stags- arc -without -

For coverage of the men's
basketball team against Man
hattan on Friday go to www.
mirrorsports.blogspot.com.

senior forward Mamadou Diakhate, as
he suffered another
head injury against
Marist last week.
He did not
play against Drexel, and it is unknown when
he will return.
Diakhate brought energy off the bench and will
continue to do so by contributing as a team leader
off the court.
The Stags have defeated every team in the MAAC
at least once this season and
have secured a .500 record
in the conference.

They also accomplished another goal, by
not being swept by any
MAAC team.
Fairfield has a chance
to finish as high as first and
as low as sixth in the league
depending on the outcome
of its final two games.
The Stags take on
Manhattan Friday night at
the Arena at Harbor Yard

and then close out the
season on March 2 at
Rider.
"Let's face it, our
last two games are
very important to us,"
said Cooley. "We want
to make sure we send our seniors out on a winning note.
"We want to make sure
we win our home game and
position ourselves to finish
in the top two or three in the
league, that is important for
us and our program."
Fairfield will head to
Albany to participate in the
MAAC Tournament from
March 7-10.

Jon Ollwerther/The Mirror

Celebrating their success: Mamadou Diakhate '08 and Lyndon Jordan '11 watch their
teammates play from the bench during the Marist victory last week. Diakhate has been a
major part of the Stags' turnaround, and, despite an injury, should continue to lead from
the beneh-in the final few games of the-seasen. -..»...•..
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Here we go again
Men's lacrosse wins another close
season opener against Providence

www.fairfieldmirror.com

Rolling on:
Men's basketball defeats
Drexel for sixth straight win
BY TOM CLEARY

With a record of 13-14 and two games to play in the
regular season, the men's basketball team has a chance
to finish over .500 for the first time since 2003-2004. By
hitting their stride at the right time, the Stags have turned
around what looked to be a disappointing season one
month ago.
Fairfield extended its winning streak to six games with
a 60-51 victory over Colonial Athletic Association foe
Drexel in the O'Reilly BracketBuster game in Philadelphia
on Saturday.
The Stags received strong play once again from junior
point guard Jonathan Han, who scored 14 points and dished
out eight assists, both game-highs. Han is now averaging
a team-high 11.3 points per game, along with 6.2 assists,
which leads in the MAAC.
"I like where we are at right now," said Head Coach Ed
Cooley. "We have been playing with a lot more confidence
and more of a sense of urgency. The fact that we are getting
senior leadership has really helped us. They believe right
now when they step on the court we can compete."
Fairfield struggled offensively for the first time during
the winning streak, shooting 42.3 percent from the floor
and turning the ball over 13 times. The Stags have shot
over 50 percent in four out of the six games and over 45
percent in each.
"Offensively, we did not play well," said COoley.
"There were five or six times we got [the shot clock] to
under five seconds and threw up a 'I hope it goes in' shot,
and a couple did go in."
All smiles: The five senior captains, from left, Chris Atwell, Matt Scanlon, Dan Boudreau, Brendan Finnerty and Travis
But Cooley said that the team's "terrific" defensive
Nelson helped lead the Stags to their first victory of the season over Providence on Saturday.
play was the key to the Stags' victory.
Fairfield held Drexel to a dismal 35.6 shooting perBY KEITH CONNORS
quarter gave Providence a one-goal melee, a raucous, unforeseen ending
advantage, a lead it would hold for a to a feisty game.
The officials' decision on
SEE "MEN'S" ON P. 19
Fairfield and Providence. Men's majority of the quarter.
lacrosse season-opener. A one-goal
The Stags finally broke through McBride's stick meant overtime, far
game in the final seconds. A contro- in the game's waning moments. With from new territory for these teams. Two
versial ending.
a mere 51 seconds remaining in seasons ago, Fairfield suffered a crushHistory did indeed repeat itself regulation, midfielder Dan Boudreau ing 11-10 overtime loss at Providence,
and that suited the Stags just fine, as answered the call and scored on a pass despite an early four-goal deficit.
In overtime, Providence began
a familiar script coincided with the from fellow senior Brian Stanton to tie
with possession due to a 30-second
team's seventh consecutive season- the game at six.
opening victory and a thrilling 7-6
One season ago, Boudreau scored pushing penalty on Fairfield. Pressure
overtime win over rival Providence the game-winner in a one-goal win from the Stags' defensive ride, though,
resulted in a Providence turnover and
this past Saturday.
over the Friars on Alumni Field.
Freshman Doug Kuring, the
The even score, however, was gave the possession back to Fairfield
EC AC Co-Rookie of the Week, scored short-lived, as the Friars quickly — a possession that gave a freshman
playing in his first collegiate game a
the game-winning goal with 2:02 re- responded.
maining in overtime. The possession
A few seconds later, Providence chance to be the hero.
The rest was history.
came after the Stags forced a failure appeared to have a victory secured
Spencer was pleasantly surprised
when
Devin
McBride
scored
what
to advance call on Providence, who
began the bonus period on extra-man would have been his third goal of the with the poise of his youthful lineup.
The Stags started four freshmen on
day and the game-winner.
offense.
However, Spencer and the offense in the season-opener, two on
"I actually didn't even see [the
goal]," Kuring told Lacrosse Maga- Fairfield bench asked for a stick- attack and two on a midfield line.
"For these freshmen, they really
zine. "I got hit to the ground and check call from the referees. Upon
someone tackled me to the ground deliberation, referee Bruce Crawford have to learn the ropes as we go," said
again. I didn't realize until all the ruled that McBride's stick had an il- Spencer. "The [freshmen] are a little
guys were coming up, so it was pretty legal pocket, thus reversing the goal tight right now, not as loose as they
could possibly be, but I think that, with
exciting."
and reinstating a 6-6 score.
Head Coach Ted Spencer said he
"When any guy is able to get some time and with some success, that
was pleased with the way the Stags through two players, especially will work itself out."
responded in the clutch.
against a first team All-New England
Still, Spencer said that the combi"I think we did a lot of good player [Matt Scanlon], we had some nation of steady veterans and promisthings," said Spencer. "We began to do concerns about it," said Spencer. "If ing rookies could result in yet another
things on the field against Providence you have an illegal stick, you're at an strong season for the Stags.
"I think from the preseason to the
much, much better than we have had advantage."
in the previous weeks."
"The bottom line is that the rules first game, we began to do things on
the field against Providence much,
While the end of overtime was are the rules," he added.
Ion Ollwerther/The Mirror
noteworthy, the end of regulation was
Controversy is nothing new for much better than we have had in
Soaring
to
the
hoop:
Greg
Nero
'10
drives
to the basket
a story in and of itself.
these two teams. In last year's contest, the previous weeks," said Spencer.
against Marist. On Saturday night against Drexel in the
Two consecutive goals for the a late hit from a Providence midfielder "We're just looking to get better day BracketBuster game, Nero scored 12 points and pulled
Friars at the onset of the fourth after time had expired resulted in a by day."
down eight boards in Fairfield's 60-51 victory.
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